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Download.ECLAVIAR DE LA CUEVA Welcome to the official HATECLES.ORG web site.
HATECLES.ORG is the official web site for European private two-seater rocket-boosted spaceplanes.
The HATECLES.ORG web site describes the project and features the history of the project from the
first French - American brain-trusting meeting in 1983 until the present. The entire main
developments relating to the project have been collected here, including the execution of the design,
the successful maiden test-flight on Mars on January 9 2004, two successful flights - both with Dutch
pilots - on June 10th 2005, and several successful flights with French test pilots. Some technical
interesting features are described in HATECLES-2003 and in HATECLES-2006 for the 2003 and
2006 flights. HATECLES.ORG presents the following pages: The page for the design:
HATECLES.ORG:Design The page for the history: HATECLES.ORG:History The page for the
development: HATECLES.ORG:Development The page for the test pilots: HATECLES.ORG:Testpilots
The page for the verification: HATECLES.ORG:Verification The page for the future:
HATECLES.ORG:Future The names of the web pages are self-explanatory. The names of some of the
pages include technical words such as ECLAVIAR which has a precise but unpronounceable
meaning. See HATECLES-2003 for technical terms such as ECLAVIAR. The HATECLES.ORG web
site is constantly under development. New pages are added as they become available and deleted
when outdated. While we do our best to keep the web site up to date, we can not guarantee it is
error free. If you find a page number, word, or other matter is missing, please let us know about it.
The entire HATECLES.ORG web site is optimized for general access, however we specially
recommend the Design page
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